In this work we study monomial subrings of R generated by monomials (including Rees algebras). One of the goals is to find bounds for the generators of the normalizations of those subrings benefitting from the fact that K[F] is a rational singularity.
Our more specific aim here is to consider some of these issues when F is a set of squarefree monomials of the same degree k. In this case there are embeddings K[F] C S c Rk), where S K[{xi,...xik < il < < ik < n}], and R k) is the kth Veronese subring of R. All the constructions of K[F] take place inside of one of these algebras. This will be very useful despite the fact that these embeddings are not rational. We especially want to present an explicit generating set for the canonical module cos of S. In particular we fully describe the algebras S with the Gorenstein property and compute the a-invariant of S. In this setting, our results complement and refine those of De Negri and Hibi [6] for the class of algebras considered here. Our analysis will determine the Cohen-Macaulay type of S but also leads to the control of degrees in K[F].
A description of the canonical module
Let us fix some of the notation that will be used throughout this work; for unexplained terminology and notation see and [4, Chapter 6] . Our main references for polyhedral geometry are and 14].
Let n > 2k > 4 be two integers (this is not an essential restriction; see Remark 2.13). We set t--{ei q-q-eik 1 <_ il < < ik <_ n}, where el en are the canonical vectors in ]1 n The affine subsemigroup of N n generated by 4 will be denoted by C, that is, we have C )-,,ut Ha. The cone generated by C will be denoted by/t+ C; it is defined as If a n, a 5 0, then the set Ha will denote the hyperplane of ]t n through the origin with normal vector a. Thus Ha {x n (x, a) 0}, and 
I<_j<k k+l<j
On the other hand, if k < < n we have "aj >_ al -l-(k-1)ai + y aj =al -+-kai + aj > kai +n-k + l. (1), (2) and (3) we get a' relintlR+C. By [13] we obtain that K[C]
is a normal domain and therefore C EC C IR+C; since a' NC we conclude a' C. !--1 Let R iC=oR be the standard grading of the polynomial ring R and let R k) R )i=0 ki be the kth Veronese subring of R graded by (R(k))i Rki. Notice 
is a graded subring of R k) with the normalized grading"
We shall always assume that K[C] has the normalized grading. If n > 2k > 4, then is a generating set for ws.
Proof. According to [5, 10] and therefore
g(t) f (t) (1 --t)h(t).
The assertion follows since the h-vectors of these two modules are positive (see [ 
where A is the normalization of A and C is the subsemigroup of 1 n generated by t {ei +''' + eik < i < < i < n}.
Proof. Let C and CF be the subsemigroups of N n generated by 4 and log F respectively. Set S K[C]. Since S is normal [13] , we obtain A C S. Let M1 {X a a CF ['l 
